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Shelter your business assets

Preserve more wealth for your heirs with asset-protection strategies
Estate planning and asset protection go hand in hand.
After all, your estate plan will be of little value if you have
no assets left to distribute.
Most people concentrate their asset-protection efforts on
insulating their personal wealth from frivolous lawsuits
or other claims. But if a significant portion of your wealth
is invested in a business, it’s equally important to protect
its assets from unreasonable or excessive creditor claims.
Business asset-protection strategies
Most asset-protection strategies for businesses involve
putting up walls between a company and its assets. If the
majority of your assets are tied up in a business, consider
these strategies:
Distribute the wealth. A simple, yet effective, technique
for protecting personal assets is to give them away to your
children or other family members. A creditor can’t go
after assets you don’t own. Similarly, your business can
protect its assets by distributing accumulated earnings to
the owners. So long as you retain a reasonable amount of
working capital in the business, this strategy allows you
to shield excess funds against business creditors. (This
assumes that the business is conducted within an entity
that allows one’s personal assets to be protected from the
business liabilities.)
Divide the pie. One of the best strategies for protecting
business assets is to divide the business into separate
entities. If certain business activities are riskier than
others, consider forming separate entities to conduct
these activities. Doing so allows you to limit the liability
risk associated with them. Provided the entities are structured and operated properly, you can prevent creditors
from going after assets owned by other entities within
the group, even if they have common ownership.
Weigh renting vs. buying. Another way to protect
valuable business assets is to sell them (usually to another
entity created by the company’s owners) and then lease
them back. If done right, these assets no longer belong
to your company, so they’re beyond the reach of the
company’s creditors.
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Strip it down. Equity stripping involves pledging
company assets as collateral for a loan. The company
then loans the funds to its owners, who protect the
loan proceeds with their own personal, asset-protection
arrangements. This strategy strips the company of equity,
leaving less wealth exposed to creditor claims.
Finally, it’s important to ensure that the company is left
with sufficient funds to meet its future operating needs.
If a court finds that the company is grossly undercapitalized, these walls may quickly tumble down.
Complex tax and legal issues
There are a variety of strategies you can use to protect your
business assets and preserve your wealth for your heirs.
Whichever ones you choose, start planning as early as
possible (ideally, at the time the company is formed). You
can’t transfer assets with the intent to defraud creditors, so
it’s important to have asset-protection strategies in place
well before any claims arise.
Bear in mind that many of these strategies involve
complex tax and legal issues, so be sure to consult your
advisors before attempting to implement them. D

Changing state taxes
can affect your estate plan
For years, state death taxes had little or no effect on
estate planning. That’s because the state death tax credit
allowed states to grab a piece of an estate’s federal tax pie
with minimal administrative effort or expense.

estate tax and created their own. And to boost revenues,
some of these states have fixed their exemption amounts
rather than raising them in tandem with the federal
exemption.

Now, however, the credit has been eliminated, prompting
revenue-hungry states to rewrite their tax laws. Not
only are many states imposing their own estate or
inheritance taxes, but some have frozen their exemption
amounts at previous levels. As the federal estate
tax exemption rises, this creates a gap between federal
and state exemptions, resulting in some difficult estate
planning challenges.

Falling into the gap

Historically, the state death tax
credit provided estates with a dollarfor-dollar credit — at graduated
rates up to 16% of federal tax
liability — for estate or inheritance
taxes paid to a state.

Suppose you live in a state that has decoupled from the
federal estate tax and has fixed its death tax exemption
at $2 million. Next year, when the federal exemption
increases to $3.5 million, there will be a $1.5 million gap
between the state and federal exemptions. As the following example illustrates, this gap may throw a monkey
wrench into your plans.
Steve and his wife, Debbie, own assets valued at
$7 million, all in Steve’s name. Steve dies in 2009, when
the federal estate tax exemption is $3.5 million, leaving
his entire estate to Debbie. There’s no federal estate tax,
because, under the unlimited marital deduction, transfers
between U.S. citizen spouses are tax exempt. But if Debbie
dies later in 2009, her $7 million estate will be subject to
$1,575,000 in estate taxes. In other words, by transferring

Sponge tax no longer holds water
Historically, the state death tax credit provided estates
with a dollar-for-dollar credit — at graduated rates up
to 16% of federal tax liability — for estate or inheritance
taxes paid to a state. Rather than impose a separate
death tax, many states collected taxes equal to the credit
amount. These “pickup” or “sponge” taxes didn’t
add to an estate’s overall tax liability; they
simply funneled a portion of
the federal estate tax
dollars to the
respective state.
With no state death
tax credit, a sponge tax
generates no state tax
revenues. To avoid this
result, many states have
“decoupled” from the federal
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his entire estate to Debbie outright, Steve has wasted
his exemption.
Enter the credit shelter trust
A common technique for avoiding this result is to use a
credit shelter trust, also known as a bypass trust. Steve’s
estate plan could have directed $3.5 million into a credit
shelter trust that would have provided Debbie with an
income interest for life, after which the assets would have
gone to their children. The trust would have shielded
the assets from estate taxes by taking full advantage of
Steve’s exemption. And by limiting Debbie’s rights to the
trust principal, the assets would have bypassed her estate.
When Debbie died, her estate would have been worth
$3.5 million, which is exempt from estate tax.
What if Steve and Debbie live in a state that imposes its
own estate tax with a $2 million exemption and a flat rate
of 15% on the taxable estate? When Steve dies, $1.5 million
of the $3.5 million transferred to the bypass trust would
be subject immediately to $225,000 in state taxes.
Here’s the dilemma: Transferring $3.5 million to the
bypass trust would eliminate federal estate taxes but
would trigger an immediate $225,000 in state taxes
plus another $225,000 in state taxes when Debbie dies.
Transferring $2 million to the bypass trust would avoid
current taxes, but would result in a combined federal
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and state estate tax bill of $922,500 when Debbie dies, after
considering the federal deduction for the amounts paid
to the state.
The right strategy boils down to economics: Are Steve
and Debbie better off paying $225,000 now and $225,000
later? Or would they be better off paying nothing now
and more than $900,000 later? In this case, because Debbie
dies later the same year, the first option makes more
sense. But if a surviving spouse is expected to live for a
long time, deferring the tax may make more sense. The
answers may change depending on whether Debbie’s
estate grows or shrinks and whether federal or state tax
laws change.
One way to build some flexibility into your plan is to
leave your entire estate to your spouse, with the option
to disclaim a portion of the assets into a bypass trust. That
way, your spouse and advisors can determine the best
strategy when the time comes.
Review your plan
The estate planning landscape has changed dramatically
during the last several years, and will likely continue
to change in the near future. Review your estate plan regularly to avoid unpleasant tax surprises and to be sure it
has the flexibility to adapt to changing circumstances. D

What goes down must come up
Estate planning in a low interest rate environment

The financial markets have always been cyclical. When
interest rates are low, it’s a sure bet that they’ll rise again,
given time. Key federal rates have dropped this year to
their lowest level in several years. So now is a good time
to consider wealth-transfer strategies that lock in these
low rates, such as family loans, grantor retained annuity
trusts (GRATs), charitable lead annuity trusts (CLATs)
and sales to grantor trusts.
Clearing the hurdles
Many estate planning strategies allow you to transfer
substantial amounts of wealth to your children or other
beneficiaries free of gift and estate taxes. Their tax-saving
potential is based on a simple principle: The value of
certain assets for gift tax purposes is based on the assumption that they’ll earn a specified rate of return — the
applicable federal rate (AFR) — for the month the
transfer is made. Any returns above the assumed rate
(often referred to as the “hurdle rate”) are transferred to
your beneficiaries free of transfer taxes.

The value of certain assets for
gift tax purposes is based on the
assumption that they’ll earn a
specified rate of return for the
month the transfer is made.
Lifetime giving strategies are particularly effective when
interest rates are low because the probability of outperforming the hurdle rate — and, therefore, transferring
wealth tax free — is high.
Let’s say, for example, that you transfer assets to a 10-year
GRAT for the benefit of your children during a month
when the hurdle rate is 4%. The value of your contribution for gift tax purposes is based on the assumption that
the assets will earn a 4% return during the GRAT’s term.
But history shows that your returns likely will exceed 4%
over a 10-year period. These excess returns will escape gift

and estate taxes, allowing you to transfer more wealth to
your family.
There are many estate planning strategies you can use
to take advantage of low interest rates. Here are several
examples:
Family loans. This is the simplest technique, but it can
be very effective. If you make a low-interest or interestfree loan to your child or another family member, the
IRS treats the forgone interest as a taxable gift. You can
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An alternative
to a family loan
Selling assets to a grantor trust is similar to a family
loan, but it allows you to retain greater control over
the transferred assets. Thus, it may be an ideal vehicle
for transferring an interest in a closely held business.
To take advantage of this strategy, have your estate
planning professional set up an irrevocable trust
that’s structured as a grantor trust for income tax
purposes. You make a taxable gift of seed money
to the trust (usually 10% or more of the purchase
price) and then sell your business interest to the
trust in exchange for a promissory note.
The business interest, together with all future
appreciation in value, is removed from your estate.
And, because a grantor trust may be ignored for
income tax purposes, you don’t recognize any
capital gain or loss on the sale, as you are treated
as having sold the asset to yourself. In addition,
as long as the trust purchases the interest for fair
market value and pays interest on the note that’s
no less than the applicable federal rate, there will
be no additional gift tax consequences.
Like a family loan, you can maximize growth
and income within the trust by structuring
the note with a balloon payment. And
unlike a grantor retained annuity
trust, there’s no mortality risk,
though your estate will be subject
to income taxes attributable to the
unpaid principal should you die before
the note is paid off.

avoid gift tax, however, by charging interest equal
to or greater than the AFR in effect when you
make the loan. Each month, the IRS publishes
AFRs for short-term loans (less than three years),
mid-term loans (three to nine years) and long-term
loans (more than nine years).
For example, Scott lends $1 million to his daughter,
Emily, during a month when the long-term AFR is
4.5%. By charging interest at 4.5%, Scott avoids gift
tax. The loan calls for interest for only 10 years,
with a balloon payment at the end of the tenth year.
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Emily invests the money in growth stocks and mutual
funds that earn a 6% return. Assuming that she uses the
earnings to make the interest payments and reinvests
what’s left, she will end up with nearly $200,000 gift-taxfree after paying back the loan. And if Emily successfully
invests the proceeds and earns, say, an 8% return, she will
have amassed more than $500,000. This analysis ignores
the income tax consequences of the investments, which
of course would have an impact on the results. If, however, Scott and Emily invest the $1 million in the same
way, and you further presume that Scott is in a higher
income tax bracket than Emily, this will further increase
the benefit to them as a family unit.
GRATs and CLATs. These two trust types work in
essentially the same way: You contribute assets to an
irrevocable trust, which makes annuity payments to a
designated beneficiary during the trust term. At the end
of the term, any remaining assets are transferred to your
children or other beneficiaries free of estate and gift taxes.
The main difference between the two techniques is that
a GRAT pays the annuity to you, as grantor, while a
CLAT pays the annuity to a charity. In either case, when
you fund the trust you make a taxable gift to the
remainder beneficiaries equal to the value of the
assets contributed to the trust less the present value
of the annuity payments. Present value is computed
using an assumed rate of return known
as the Section 7520 rate.
If you set the annuity payments high enough, their present value will be equal to the value
of the trust assets, resulting in no gift
tax consequences. From the previous
example, let’s suppose Scott contributes
$1 million to a 10-year GRAT or CLAT
for the benefit of Emily. If the applicable
Sec. 7520 rate is 4%, an annuity payment
of $123,291 will “zero out” the trust.
In other words, assuming the trust assets
grow at a rate of 4%, the annuity payments
will completely deplete the trust assets
during its 10-year term, leaving nothing for
Emily and, therefore, no taxable gift. But if
you assume that Scott funds the trust with
assets expected to grow at a 6% rate, earnings in excess of the hurdle rate result in a
tax-free gift to Emily of nearly $166,000.

If your goal is to transfer wealth to your children free of
gift and estate taxes while generating an income stream
for yourself, a GRAT may be the ideal vehicle. It’s also
an effective way to transfer an interest in a closely held
business at a minimal tax cost. If your objectives are
philanthropic, however, a CLAT may be worth a look.
One disadvantage of a GRAT is “mortality risk”; that is, if
you die before the end of the trust term, all of the assets

will be included in your taxable estate. There is no
mortality risk with a CLAT.
Rating your opportunities
Low interest rates create valuable opportunities for
tax-free giving. Your estate planning advisor can help
you determine which strategies would be most effective
for you. D

E s t a t e P lanning Red Flag

Your estate plan doesn’t provide for sufficient liquidity
When planning your estate, providing liquidity to pay taxes and other expenses is every bit as important as developing
strategies to minimize estate and gift taxes. There are countless horror stories about families who were forced to sell a
family business or other precious assets to raise
the necessary funds to pay estate and gift taxes.
But the dangers of neglecting liquidity go well
beyond the loss of prized possessions. After you die,
your estate must be settled within nine months.
If your family is forced to liquidate assets quickly
to meet the estate’s expenses, it’s likely that some
assets will receive a price that’s significantly less
than their fair market value.
To avoid this situation, begin planning for liquidity
as early as possible. This is especially critical if most
of your wealth is tied up in a closely held business,
real estate or other illiquid assets.
Life insurance is generally the most effective
liquidity-planning tool. It allows you to build up
cash values on a tax-advantaged basis, and the
death benefits provide instant liquidity when it’s
needed most.
If you own a closely held business, you should have
a buy-sell agreement — funded by life insurance or
other resources — that provides for the company
or the other owners to acquire your interest in the business when you die. You might also consider an employee
stock ownership plan (ESOP), which creates a market for your shares and allows you to convert some of your
stock into more liquid investments.
Another option is to sell business interests to your family or to a trust. Not only does this raise cash to meet your
future liquidity needs, but it also removes wealth from your estate, reducing the tax burden.

This publication is distributed with the understanding that the author, publisher and distributor are not rendering legal, accounting or other professional advice or opinions on specific facts or matters, and
accordingly assume no liability whatsoever in connection with its use. ©2008 ESTnd08
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Passaro & Kahne Law Office, PLLC
Spotlights

Helpful Hints
Assisting Your Family
If one of your goals is to assist your family members during your lifetime, when they can really use it and you can see
the benefits, the following may be helpful to keep in mind.
1. Health Insurance. We are observing more situations where children and grandchildren do not have adequate
health insurance. Most people know that you can gift up to $12,000 per year (2008 Gift Tax Exemption) to
anyone and not incur any gift tax consequences. In addition you can pay directly to the health care provider
medical costs (including health insurance premiums) for another without any gift tax consequences. This
can be a great benefit to your family and a way to assure your children and your grandchildren maintain
medical insurance.
2. Protect your loans. If you plan to loan a child or grandchild money for a down payment on a house or to start
a business, you should protect that loan through a promissory note and/or mortgage. Unforeseen circumstances
occur everyday that could derail the best laid plans that might subject that equity to creditors.
If all or any of these issues apply in your situation, or if you would like further clarification regarding any
of these ideas, feel free to call one of our attorneys to set up an appointment to discuss.

Mark your calendars for our Winter Open House on Tuesday December 2, 2008
from 4:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. at the Curious Kids’ Museum in St. Joseph, Michigan.

Passaro & Kahne Law Office, PLLC now has an office in New Buffalo.
Look for our New Buffalo Office located at 17656 US Highway 12 in New Buffalo,
telephone number (269) 469-5297, which officially opened September 2, 2008.

2900 South State Street, Suite 3 East
St. Joseph, MI 49085
Tel: 269.983.0325
Fax: 269.983.0328
info@passarokahne.com
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